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It was a great experience at AIR Krems. The studio apartment was large and nice
perfect light. I had everything what I need in this beautiful studio apartment, enough isolation
and enough space for work. The kitchen with the living room is comfortable and well
equipped for daily use, the weekly cleaned flat was suitable and the two ladies were so
friendly and nice. The internet is easily reachable and fast. It is an Opportunity to meet
different people from different country and it so lovely been together, sharing ideas of life and
work of art together.
The location of the residency building in the town is very good, because you can go on foot or
by bicycle to the center of Krems but it is a pity for me to work around because of the
problem I had in my leg. Everything was perfect and okay but in the common room, I did not
have an opportunity to watch TV because is not working.
It was so beautiful and nice by work on my Batik with the sketch on first stage and it gave
me more opportunity to meditate on my Batik painting, the place was so silent at night when I
start the drawing sketch. And I really finished Three of my Batik at the first stage on drawing
sketches because my Batik painting base on Yoruba Mythology.
And I also visited am Exhibition at Kunsthalle Krems,it was so amazing with beautiful art
work and creative. Am so impress with those art with lot of different pepe throughout the
world and it increase my imagination in Art, and there is amazing workshop that I did under
Susanne Wenger foundation, this workshop was so fantastic with lot of people attend and they
all came out in fly colour and successful. But the time that giving to the workshop was so shot
because Batik need more time and patience but at the long run, it was so fine.
It was a great honour for me to take part in this beautifully organized residence. I would like
to say thank to Austrian Government for this kind of organization and the people who behind
it and also to all the people working in the organization as well and Susanne Wenger
foundation, especially Gueldenfusz Sabine, Katharina, Wolfgang and Matha Denk for all kind
of support and Email Time to time. And Olodumare we be with them all, Ase.

